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By Lt Steve Davis

Davis Media. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 300 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x
0.6in.A FICTION mystery novel, featuring the California Highway Patrol, set in Eureka, CA in the
1970s. When California Highway Patrol Officer Sonny Tyler is gunned down on a rural Northern
California road near Eureka in 1970, the Humboldt County Sheriffs Office puts their best man on the
case. Detective Sergeant Don Regan, a rising star on the Department, works obsessively to solve
the case and keep a promise he made to Officer Tylers nine year old son, Casey. But the clues are
few and they lead nowhere, and eventually the case, along with another seemingly unrelated gang
murder that occurred the same morning, go cold, along with Sergeant Regans career, for the next
seventeen years. When Casey grows up and joins the CHP, he returns to the small northern
California coastal town in 1987, where he is thrown face to face with Alden Snider, the man most
people believe murdered his father. When Snider appears to threaten Casey with the same fate,
Casey becomes determined to learn exactly what happened that night seventeen years earlier.
Soon Casey and the soon-to-retire Sergeant Regan team up to reopen...
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ReviewsReviews

The very best publication i at any time study. It really is basic but shocks inside the fi y percent of the ebook. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Marlin Swift-- Marlin Swift

Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowland Bauch-- Rowland Bauch
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